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This place he was basically sure was in the water, and the image showed only the tip of the

iceberg, huge gilt pillars a few people thick took up most of the image, and there seemed to

be all such pillars inside, no biggest, only bigger, almost a corner of some underwater palace.

Soon Lin Hao was sure that this place was deep under the sea, and the water

around this palace was tiled blue and blue, very beautiful.

Soon, the sheepskin was to return to calm and the image dissipated.

Only at the moment of dissipation, Lin Hao doubted his life again, because he
saw that the moment the image disappeared, a strange fish similar to the devil fish appeared

in the image, the key was that this thing was glowing all over and looked even more strange

than the devil fish.

This was definitely in the sea, but it didn't seem to be the bottom of the sea in

this world!

Could it be that it was hidden under the sea in another spirit realm?



He understood the Thunder Split Mountain Spiritual Domain, there were only
small lakes, definitely no sea, and if the River God Spiritual Domain, he didn't fully
understand it, so it looked like he would have to find out sometime.

"Back? Got any useful information yet?" Seeing Lin Hao come back, Ling Yun

who was catching up on the drama asked curiously, but her eyes didn't leave the screen.

Ling Yun gradually learned about these modern technologies and instantly fell
in love with the drama catching routine, and said that she wanted to install internet access and

computers in the palace of Qin Huai Jin Lou.

Lin Hao teased her then: even if you dare to install them, that operator
wouldn't dare to install them for you.

"I know that I know some, but there's no way to determine where it is." Lin
Hao shrugged helplessly.

However, Ling Yun said to tell her, after all, how many years she had existed,
seeing a lot of knowledge wasn't even enough to describe her ah.

When Lin Hao thought about it, it seemed like that was really the case, so he
put the painting he had seen? Zero steak serving Yi Ai Di serving dye? The face probably

described it to Ling Yun.



Only the more Lin Hao said the more odd Lin Yun's expression became, and
Lin Hao noticed: "What's wrong? You know this place?"

"Isn't it a coincidence, I really know where this place is ...... And what's even
more coincidental do you know?" Ling Yun deliberately sold a story.

"It can't be Ao Dog's house, right?" Lin Hao said casually.

This, however, stunned Ling Yun: "How do you know?"

"Ha? I just casually said it, but really?" Lin Hao himself was also confused,
wouldn't that be too much of a coincidence, he had only met Ao Dog not long ago and not long

after this parchment book instructed that something related to the Xuan Yuan Sword was at Ao
Dog's house ......

But where to find Aoyog now?

The place is full of dragons after all, who knows how many other members of

the entire dragon family and how strong they are.

Although he didn't know the exact realm of Ao Dog, he had a quick glimpse

before and was able to get a glimpse of the strength of Ao Dog, which should not be weaker

than that of Ling Yun.



Ling Yun, on the other hand, said that it was fine, there was no need to

deliberately go looking for him, that guy would find his own way once the side effect time had

passed, and they could go to the shores of the East Sea and wait first.

However, without the Dragon Clan's guidance or permission, she couldn't
easily barge into the Dragon Clan's territory unless the fairy stepped in.

Besides, in the days of the Immortal Court, the Dragons and the Immortal

Court didn't deal well with each other, and although they didn't fight each other when they
met, they didn't feel good about it either.

After thinking about it, Lin Hao discussed it with Ling Yun, went to the Golden
House to meet his family, and left for the shores of the Eastern Sea.

At this time, somewhere in the deep forest, three or four large mountains
around had collapsed straight away not long ago, with trees falling across the ground and the

canyon filled in.

The man's face was as black as the bottom of a pot, and the man's face was as
dead as a coal ball.

This is not exactly Ao Dog.

Now is his unlucky twenty-four hours within!



The ants and insects and snakes that pass by, regardless of whether they can
bite or not, are not afraid of his dragon's might, and they pounce on him when they see him,
biting him to death.
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These ordinary beings, in front of a powerful illusionist like him, can't do any damage at all,
and it doesn't hurt, but the key is that it's disgusting!

A wild dog passing by used his calf as a pillar, and when Ao Dog was not

paying attention, he lifted his leg and peed.

At this moment, Ao Dog wanted to die, it was a sin, he used this skill for

nothing, but he didn't achieve his goal, and now he has to spend 24 hours of life and death

torment, it is very difficult.

Snap!

A puddle of stinky, white liquid smeared on Ao Dog's face, and Ao Dog

subconsciously reached out to wipe a handful of it, and sent it into his own mouth, then his
movements froze violently, but it was too late.

"Crap!"



A hawk's cry rang out in the sky.

What was glued to Ao Dog's face, Ao Dog naturally knew what it was, and the

key was that this thing was pooped!

Ao dog's face is even darker? The face of Ao Dog was even darker? The face of

Ao Dog became even darker, more twisted and hideous: (▼ヘ▼#)!

Then, the eagle pitifully became the belly of Ao Dog.

Every second of the twenty-four hours was like a year for Ao Dog, no matter
how experienced he was, but the unexpected always came so unexpectedly.

It was hard to get through, Ao Dog was no longer a human being, but the good
thing was that the side effect time had passed and Ao Dog was happy to find a place to take a
bath and change into a clean suit, but after thinking about it, since he was out, he should follow
the trend of the times.

So Ao Dog entered a brand-name shop in the capital in a dignified manner,
took a very good set of clothes and changed them in front of others, but several shop assistants
and the shop manager inside did not see Ao Dog.

But when Ao Dog was walking happily through the streets of the capital, ready
to look for Lin Hao, he cried and laughed as he sensed that Lin Hao's aura had gone over to the
East China Sea coast.



"Oh, come on, I'm being redundant, dammit, go home!" Ao Dog, who had just

survived the twenty-four hours of life and death, had to run non-stop towards the shores of the
Eastern Sea again as soon as he returned to the capital.

Fortunately, he had a special secret technique that allowed him to sense where

Lin Hao and the others were.

By the time Ao Dog arrived, Lin Hao and Ling Yun were in a bed and breakfast
on the edge of the East Sea's forest sea, seemingly discussing something.

Seeing that they were so engaged in the discussion, Ao Dog didn't disturb, but
walked over to be a crowd eater, wanting to get to know Lin Hao first, and then curry favour

no, how could he take Lin Hao back to the Dragon Palace without making good relations?

Seeing that there are melon seeds on the table, Ao dog smoothly went and
grabbed a handful of melon seeds placed in front of the two, and got high in front of them.

But it was so amazing that Ao Dog was right in front of Lin Hao and the two of
them, getting high on melon seeds in such a dignified manner that the other side didn't notice
him, he was like an invisible person, but he wasn't invisible either, he was just here in plain
sight.

But both of them seemed to be unconsciously ignoring his presence.



This is his Ao Dog's second ability, this one is a passive ability, with a negative
presence that will make almost everyone ignore his existence and do almost anything, even
touching people sometimes, without them noticing.

It's only when he speaks that people will notice, he doesn't speak when he

doesn't exist!

At the moment, only his bloodline relatives are able to not be automatically
ignored.

This ability is simply the same as the card bug, no wonder before Ao Inu went
to people's clothing bags to get clothes in a dignified manner and changed clothes in front of

people and no one gave a damn about him.

But this ability strong is really strong, known as extra-legal maniac is he, the
side effects, but also very scary, being automatically ignored at the same time, will also
selectively forget about him.

For example, now Lin Hao and the two of them ......

"By the way, it seems we came to the East Sea coast to wait for someone to

come? Waiting for who? Can't remember." Lin Hao was a little puzzled, he clearly
remembered that he had come to this East Sea shore to wait for someone and then go to the

underwater palace to look for something related to the Xuan Yuan Sword.



But they had forgotten about Ao Dog, and it was just awkward.
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Ao Dog listened with interest: waiting for someone? That's good, he'll just go and help find

that person.

"I think that's what happened, but I've forgotten." Ling Yun was also a bit

puzzled, it seemed to have happened, but he couldn't recall how.

After thinking about it, she decided not to think about it.

"Whatever, let's discuss first, how to deal with this matter in front of us." Lin
Hao waved his hand, if he couldn't think about it, he simply didn't think about it, focusing on
solving the current matter was the key.

They had coincidentally arrived at the shores of the Eastern Sea and discovered

a group of bizarre Illusionary Spiritists a few kilometres away from the B&B, and a little

investigation revealed that these were actually second generation and second generation
Immortal Slaves, as well as traces of the activities of the first generation Immortal Slaves.

This alerted them to the fact that there were so many immortal slaves in such a
small, not so prosperous fishing village?



Lin Hao suspected that it might be the part of the Qin family's immortal slaves

that had escaped from Jinling, so he planned to find a way to investigate first, and if he could

find Qin Yuan, then he would kill them all, he couldn't let them get away again this time.

Immortal slaves?

The Qin family? Qin Yuan? All of them?

These key words lit up the eyes of Ao Dog, who was stoned on the sidelines,
good boy, this was a good thing that he had come across, let's go!

Without greeting Lin Hao and the others, Ao Dog grabbed another handful of

melon seeds and left straight away, heading straight for the small fishing village as they had

just described the location in a dignified manner.

"Strange, why are so many of these melon seeds suddenly missing?" Ling Yun
took a strange look at the carton where the melon seeds were placed on the table, and there

were quite a few melon seed shells scattered on the ground.

This did not attract much attention from the two, on the other hand, Ao Dog
had already arrived at the small fishing village and indeed found many immortal slaves.

There were very few first generation immortal slaves here, most of them were

second generation immortal slaves, so this seemed like a cult den?



However, Ao Dog knew exactly what the immortal slaves' behaviour was like,
so he didn't bother to talk about these things, and then started to ask around for information.

Ao Dog inquired? Wu Ai Di Lu Wu Ai Dyeing? The incomparable chic way to

get news is to listen to the wall, no, he was outside a heavily guarded room, sitting next to
two early Fifth Realm immortal slaves high on melon seeds, listening to their chatter, and key
melon seed shells were thrown at these two immortal slaves.

"What is it?" One of the immortal slaves touched it, grabbed it and saw that it

was a melon seed shell with saliva on it: "What the hell, Liu Laosan, why are you throwing
melon seed shells at me? Are you looking for a fight?"

"Chen Laoshi, don't be so fucking naive, I didn't, it wasn't me!"

"There are only two of us here, who else could it be if not you?" Chen Laoshi
had an unhappy face.

Then, Liu Lao-san also fished out the shells of undried melon seeds from his

body, and his face turned green: "Damn, you're a thief crying out for a thief! Are you
disgusting, stuffing such a big handful into my pocket, you've gone too far!"

This time it was Chen Lao Si's turn to be confused: "Impossible, I didn't take
melon seeds either, you're not blind!"



The sudden shell of melon seeds confused both of them, but they didn't look
into it, probably a prank of that bastard.

The two of them started chatting idly, "When do you think that monster in this

house, will eat that poor guy."

"Oh, that's none of our business, both of them are no good, just a dog biting a

dog." Chen Lao Si sneered with disdain, and even looked forward to it a little, his sister
turned into a monster and then ate his brother, and after eating it and suddenly coming to his

senses, he didn't know what kind of pain it would be, it was exciting to think about.

"Also." Elder Liu shrugged his shoulders while whispering, "Do you think that

Eldest Miss is going a bit too far? I heard that Old Ancestor Qin Yuan was not only killed by

her, but also ate the Old Ancestor's body hard and destroyed it after taking the Old Ancestor's
divine blood, that's really ruthless too, ummm ......"

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you're doing. You
want to die, don't drag me into it!"
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Hearing this Ao Dog's brow furrowed, what the hell? The person Lin Hao was looking for had

died? He was even eaten, not even a hair left!

How could he go back and deliver his message?



He couldn't catch Qin Yuan, so he could catch a random one. He had a clear

picture of the village, so he could catch a tongue.

There are two auras in this house, both of them are the aura of immortal slaves,
being so closely guarded, they should know a lot of things, otherwise they wouldn't be so
closely guarded.

Ao Dog just took the key from Chen Lao Si, really took ah!

Ao Dog opened the door and went in.When he saw his little sister, who looked
like a monster, Ao Dog showed a deep disgust.

Ao Dog looked at the tied up Qin Fengyue and could tell at a glance that
although Qin Fengyue had turned into a second generation immortal slave, half human, half
monster, he had not devoured blood.

This captive was suitable!

Ao Dog very kindly went up and ruthlessly knocked Qin Fengyue unconscious,
and just carried him out and slipped away.

"Crap, why is the door open!" Chen Lao Si was suddenly shocked, only to find
that the door of the room at the back was opened, and Qin Feng Yue had long since been taken
away by that Ao Dog.



"The fucking key is with you, how did the door open should ask you ah!" Liu
Lao San was furious.

Chen Laoshi touched his pocket, together, the key was gone, and then looked at
the key on the door lock, wasn't it his key?

The two of them were so frightened that they rushed in to check, only to find
that the monster Qin Xiaorou was still there, but Qin Fengyue had disappeared.

They both felt like they had seen a ghost, who had unknowingly saved her from
under their noses? Even a Sixth Grade Illusionary Spirit Master couldn't do it!

As for the kid escaping on his own, it was even more impossible, unless they
were blind!

It was a good thing that it was Qin Fengyue who had been lost, an insignificant
person, just one less show of brother and sister fighting.

A few kilometres away in the B&B.

"Let's go, let's scout around and get a feel for how many people are on the

other side." Lin Hao felt that it was almost time and was ready to split up with Ling Yun to

find out the origins of those immortal slaves within that fishing village.



Just then, there was a thud, and a dirty, miserable, scarred monster was

thrown in front of the two of them, the creature took on a half-human, half-snake form, the
lower itself twisted subconsciously, but the man was already unconscious.

An immortal slave?

The two men knew that this was an immortal slave? Shan Lu Yi Yi Er Fuzzy

Love? The two knew it was an immortal slave, and when Lin Hao saw the face of this

immortal slave he was even more dismayed: "It's Qin Fengyue! "

Who had left this half-dead Qin Fengyue here?

"Who is it! Come out!" Lin Hao summoned the Sword of the Gods with a wary

face, to be able to unknowingly drop someone in front of them, the other party wasn't simple.

Ling Yun was also on guard, a peach blossom was blossoming around her body,
her peach blossom could save people as well as kill them equally.

"Take it easy, take it easy, it's me." Ao Dog spoke up in a hurry, it would be

bad if he got hurt by mistake later.



"Crap, why is there a person here!" Seeing the sudden appearance in front of
him, scared Lin Hao subconsciously had to hold the Sword of Gods and hand it out, then
reacted, wasn't this Ao Inu?

How did he manage to suddenly appear here? At the same time, Lin Hao also
suddenly remembered, hey, finally remembered who they came to the East Sea coast to wait

for, is not it Ao Dog?

Strange, I don't know how I didn't remember Ao Dog even before!

"Mud ...... No, Ao Dog, you took the melon seeds on the table earlier, right?"
Ling Yun also reacted, knowing that this was Ao Inu's passive skill, and thought of the melon

seeds that were missing earlier and understood.

"Melon seeds? How is that possible, clearly there were only the two of us in
the room the whole time." Lin Hao couldn't believe it and thought that Ling Yun was

hysterical.
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In the next second, Ao Dog hastily nodded his head and admitted it, "Yes, it's quite fragrant,
green tea flavoured."

Ao Dog walked over and grabbed another handful of melon seeds and knocked
them up, saying as he did so, "I've been listening to you guys talk for half a day, I heard that

you guys are looking for someone and have to investigate the origin of the immortal slaves in
that fishing village, to wipe them out, don't worry, I've got all the information for you."



"The immortal slaves in that fishing village are all from the Qin family, the
strongest one is a sixth grade early stage illusionary spirit master, I have a clear understanding
of their trajectory, and ah, the Qin Yuan you are looking for is gone, it seems that their Qin
family's first lady has eaten it alive, I searched around but did not find that what Qin family's
first lady, so I captured a captive back, it should be useful, right? "

Lin Hao:?

Big brother what kind of operation is this?

Obviously there was no one in the room, how did you hear our plan?

And we had just discussed how we were going to act, but goodness, they had
already finished the matter and captured a prisoner back, isn't this efficiency a little too
unbelievable?

On the contrary, Ling Yun knew about Ao Dog's passive skill and was not much
surprised, saying to Lin Hao, "No need to be surprised, I guess he came when we discussed

this matter, I said why there were so many melon shells on the ground, this is all his normal
operation, nothing strange."

Normal?



Lin Hao ten? Zero steak Yi Wu Yi Yi Yi Zhaodi? The girl is speechless, you
must have some misunderstanding of the word normal!

This is still normal?

"Hey, where's Ao Dog?" Lin Hao suddenly noticed that Ao Dog had

disappeared again.

Ao Inu's face was dark: ......

"Where is this, where is this."

As soon as Ao Inu opened his mouth, he appeared so abruptly in front of Lin

Hao, scaring him enough, what the hell skill is this? Suddenly appearing?

"Can you not suddenly appear next time, it's weirdly scary, if I have a bad
heart, I can have you sent away a few more times." Lin Hao disliked it very unpleasantly.

Ao Dog cried and laughed and told Lin Hao that he was standing here without
moving!

Ling Yun explained to Lin Hao that the guy hadn't moved at all, but that all
their senses had automatically ignored him.



She also told Lin Hao about the characteristics of Ao Dog's second passive skill,
and that as long as the guy didn't speak for more than five seconds, he would be automatically

ignored, and that if he didn't speak for more than ten minutes, then everything about him
would be selectively forgotten.

After hearing this Lin Hao was stunned, big brother you are the main character,
right? These two talent skills are too buggy!

Now Lin Hao can be considered to know what it means to be truly gifted, this
is truly gifted!

Ao Dog's active and passive skills are invincible!

At the same time, Lin Hao made up images of the other party getting high as if
nothing was happening while they were discussing, and then so much work to dig up the

details of those immortal slaves in the fishing village, and still resisting Qin Fengyue away as
if nothing was happening, strutting around in front of the others' eyes.

Lin Hao mouth corner twitched, helplessly said: "Then you this should not ah,
you active skill side effect time, not directly let you this passive to offset it, all automatically
ignore you, then you do not what happened?"

"You think this is a bug! The passive skill does not take effect during the active
skill opening and side effect duration." Lin Hao's words made Ao Dog also a bit crying and



laughing, you think this is playing a game card bug ah, there is no such thing, the more
perverted the skill, the more perverted the side effects.

The more perverse the skill, the more perverse the side effects. Because of
this passive, there is no distinction between the enemy and me, the enemy will treat him as

non-existent, and so will his teammates, unless his little mouth blares on and on.

Qin Fengyue, who was captured by Ao Dog, was of little use. Qin Fengyue
didn't know as much as Ao Dog did, and Ao Dog had it all mapped out.

Inside that fishing village, there was almost a village of second generation

immortal slaves of varying strength, three of them were first generation immortal slaves, one
was a sixth grade early stage illusionary spirit master, and the other two were fifth grade

early stage, responsible for watching over a monster.
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When Ao Dog described that monster, Lin Hao's eyes were filled with a bitter hatred, Qin
Xiaorou! The culprit who almost wiped out the two great Lei Lin clans with her own strength!

Ao Dog looked at Lin Hao's expression and was somewhat speechless, rub it in,
this is embarrassing, feelings that the monster he disliked and let go of seems to be the one

that really matters, huh?

There was some other news, for example, the Qin family's eldest lady, Qin
Bingyu who currently ruled over these immortal slaves was not in the fishing village, and



there were many other generations of immortal slaves who were not in the fishing village
either, this fishing village was probably just one of the other party's strongholds.

But since they had found it, they would take it out, and by the way, force them
to ask about the whereabouts of the others, and most of all, Qin Xiaorou was in the fishing
village, and Qin Xiaorou must die!

During their discussion, Qin Fengyue woke up leisurely, and when he found

himself suddenly in unfamiliar surroundings, he too was startled and hurriedly put on guard,
but he was now incomparably weak, without having devoured blood food, he was now worse

than an ordinary person, the divinity was constantly eating away at his own power, and the

daily erosion of the divinity was torturing him to death.

"It's you! What about the things you promised me! You piece of shit! If you're
not dead, why don't you go and keep your promise! And my promise I fulfilled long ago, and
the Dragon Lord gave release!" Qin Fengyue questioned Lin Hao in a stern voice, the last time

he had saved Qin Xiaorou from death, neither Lin Hao nor Ling Yun had come yet, so Qin
Fengyue had thought Lin Hao had died in an unknown place until he saw him just now.

"Kid, you're quite mad, how did you talk to Lin Hao?"

With a bang, Ao Dog stamped his foot on the table, his gaze unkindly staring at
Qin Feng Yue, an Illusionary Spirit Master who had fallen to the first rank, basically a waste of
time, but his temper was not small.



"You, are you a human or a ghost?" Qin Feng Yue was scared enough, because
Ao Dog spoke, Qin Feng Yue could only see Ao Dog, in his eyes, this Ao Dog appeared here

out of nowhere, in fact, Ao Dog was always there watching.

"I'm a human or a ghost don't need you to care, but if you speak so impulsively,
I don't mind turning you into a ghost!" Ao Dog spoke icily, the spiritual pressure on his body
blasted out, and Qin Fengyue was shocked by the terrifying spiritual pressure.

How terrifying!

This youth didn't look very old, but the terror of the spiritual pressure was
even more terrifying than their family's ancestor Qin Yuan!

Sensing Ao Yue's terrifying aura, even Lin Hao was startled, his own guess was
indeed correct, this Ao Yue's realm was even higher than Ling Yun's.

If his guess wasn't bad, he should be at the peak sixth grade Illusionary Spirit

Master realm, not yet reaching the seventh grade Illusionary Spirit Master.

Qin Fengyue had no choice, the initiative was simply not in his hands now, and
Lin Hao had no intention to explain.

Qin Feng Yue's tone weakened a little: "Lin Hao, you didn't do what you
promised me, it's considered a breach of trust on your part, now I don't want you to fulfill



these conditions either, I only ask you for one thing, help me save my little sister, how about

we write off the agreement between us?"

Hehehehe!

Lin Hao let out a cold laugh, his body revealed a sharp killing intent, even Ling
Yun next to him was full of mockery as he looked at Qin Feng? Wu closed love closed the

ground to cover up Lu? Yue.

"Qin Feng Yue, you have turned into a monster that is inhuman, and your brain
has gone bad along with it, right? You should be clear about what your little sister has done to

my Lin family, right? An enemy who almost broke my Lin family, and now you're asking me

to save her? Don't you think it's ridiculous?" Lin Hao's voice was cold as he stared at Qin

Fengyue, speaking word for word, "Qin Xiaorou must die! As for the three people that I
promised to help you kill, Qin Yuan and Lin Yaoyan are already dead, and I will also kill Qin

Bingyu!"

"No! No, please don't kill my little sister, my little sister she's innocent, she
was used, it wasn't her intention, I beg you don't kill her, this is my only family." Qin Feng
Yue thumped on the ground and kowtowed to Lin Hao.

Lin Hao's frown grew deeper and deeper, and the killing intent on his body

became more and more obvious.
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When Ao Dog heard that, it turned out to be an enemy, he was all set to kill Qin Feng Yue

himself for Lin Hao, and at the same time it was a bit of a pity, if he had captured that

monster, wouldn't he have been able to brush up his goodwill more, it was a pity.

Seeing that Lin Hao was unmoved, Qin Fengyue continued to plead, and even

gritted his teeth, stating that he would trade one life for another, his own life for Qin Xiaorou's
life!

"Qin Fengyue, your life is not as valuable as you think, I will kill you in just a
matter of lifting my hand, and Qin Xiaorou's life is simply not enough to repay the dead souls

of my Lin family!" Lin Hao was like a sheathed sword with a sharp edge.

Lin Hao had no intention of making a move to kill Qin Fengyue, this was
something Lin Hao could still distinguish, besides, to be honest, he quite sympathised with

this guy, a poor man, who had come to this point, and was also pitted by his own sister.

"Let's go!" Lin Hao spoke coldly, and the three of them quickly left, no longer
paying attention to Qin Fengyue who was still kowtowing, cracking his forehead, but still
begging.

"Wait, I'll pester those two fifth grade immortal slaves, Ling Yun, you deal
with that sixth grade early immortal slave, finish him off quickly, then wipe out the others in
one go to prevent the others from taking advantage of the chaos and slipping away, it's a pity
that the two of us are a little short on manpower." Lin Hao sighed, two people, not enough
manpower.



He borrowed the momentum of the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace, and with the

sword momentum between the magical, he could barely stall two early fifth grade immortal

slaves, if it was single versus single, Lin Hao wouldn't panic at all, he would even be able to

kill them, but two would be quite tricky, after all, his divinity was completely gone.

It should be very easy for a late sixth level Spirit Rhyme to deal with an early
sixth level immortal slave, it would only be difficult to tell the difference if the realms were
similar, and with two small realms apart, the difference would be sky high.

"I ah, I'm not still here Lin Hao, that sixth grade immortal slave to me, Ling
Yun deal with those two fifth grade illusionary spirit masters, you go? Wu Serving zero pick

up the pick up the pick up the pick up the pick up? Just catch those little shrimps and prevent

them from escaping ah." Ao Dog, who had been following the two, hastily spoke up, his own
passive pits, so he had to be more active.

Lin Hao was startled and subconsciously pulled away some distance: "Ao dog, I
really thank you, but next time can you really say hello in advance, this sudden appearance of
yours is really scary, my heart was quite good, but now I am almost scared out of my mind by

you."

Ao dog sullenly spoke: I greeted just as scary ...... finally arrived at the small

fishing village on the edge of the sea, this place is located in the remote, the fishermen here

year-round fishing for a living, but basically have become second-generation immortal slaves,
only able to rely on sucking blood food to maintain, also do not fish, many fishing boats

directly abandoned in the sea, fishing nets are sun-damaged.

"Prepare for action!" Lin Hao had already found his target, in this village, there
were almost forty second generation immortal slaves in total, all aged in their thirties and



fifties, both men and women, the ones who should be younger had gone out to work instead of

making a living from fishing.

These beasts!

All Lin Hao had to do was to stop these guys and then see if he could turn them
into normal people.

Just as Lin Hao and Ling Yun were about to make their move, a sudden burst of
azure light enveloped the entire area of the fishing village.

"Inscribed Waters!"

Boom!

The inscription formation became complete, and the entire fishing village was

sealed in these endless waters, and no one could escape.

The commotion was not small, and it immediately attracted all the immortal

slaves.



"Who dares to come here and cause trouble!" Three generation immortal slaves

rose up into the sky, none other than the three fifth grade or higher Illusionary Spirit Masters,
and the terrifying spiritual pressure on their bodies exploded.

Looking at the azure-coloured inscription formation, the sixth-ranked
Illusionary Spirit Master immediately struck out, a long black halberd violently stabbing into

the formation.

The formation produced a violent ripple, but to no avail. The water contained
the feminine and soft power of the water attribute, so the halberd was like stabbing into

cotton, but the cotton was also elastic and bounced back directly.

Chapter 2318

The immortal slave who caught the halberd's face changed slightly and burst back a dozen

steps in the void before he could stop.

"I can't break it, this formation is too spooky, contact Missy quickly." The
immortal slave's face was incomparable, trying to contact Qin Bingyu with a secret method of

voice transmission, but to his helplessness, it was simply? Er dyed grasping Lu Lu dyed

grasping? He could not contact Qin Bingyu.

This part of heaven and earth is a realm of its own, completely sealed inside,
and they cannot get out, nor can they contact the outside world.

Somewhere hundreds of miles away from the fishing village, Qin Bingyu, who
was in seclusion, suddenly opened her eyes!



Just a moment ago, the master-servant connection between her and Qin

Xiaorou had disappeared!

Something had happened to that stronghold in the Linhai Fishing Village!

The key was that it was her most important stronghold, Qin Xiaorou was her
core, otherwise she wouldn't have arranged for three generation immortal slaves of such great

strength to be stationed there.

"Eldest Miss, what has happened?" A flower-armored old man opened his eyes

next to him and asked.

The old man's surrounding aura was subtle and powerful, hidden but not
emitted, and his realm was vaguely equal to that of the former Qin Yuan.

"Something must have happened over at the fishing village, you go there and
take Qin Xiaorou away, that is the key to our current plan, don't fight the other side hard, I
have secret passages." Qin Bingyu was not a woman who acted irrationally when her brain was
hot.

That East Sea fishing village's stronghold defense force is already strong

enough, but still let someone break through, that problem is not so simple, this Qin Hai
Grievance may not be able to play any role even if he goes, taking that Qin Xiaorou away will
be enough.



"Good." Qin Hai Grieving's body slowly dashing, in the blink of an eye had
appeared a thousand meters away, the air turned into several streaks of shadow, quickly
rushed to the East Sea Fishing Village.

The fishing village of the East Sea.

An empty door suddenly appeared in the blue-coloured water prison, "Come in

through here."

As Ao Dog spoke, his figure also fiercely appeared at that empty door.

Even though Lin Hao was already used to being scared by this guy, he was still
a little startled by this sudden appearance.

On the contrary, Ling Yun seemed to be used to it long ago.

The two of them quickly entered the formation, the empty door quickly closed,
and there were immortal slaves lying on the ground, those were all second generation

immortal slaves, none of them were strong, the highest of them only reached the realm of a

third grade Illusionary Spirit Master, after all, they were all relatively ordinary fishermen,
many of them were once not even Illusionary Spirit Masters.



However, the stronger these people were represented by the more blood food

they had eaten, the rich blood aura on their bodies was clearly visible, this made Lin Hao's
brow furrowed, were these people really still able to be saved?

"Ao Dog, why are you taking my job away too?" Lin Hao was a little helpless,
all these second generation immortal slaves had been knocked unconscious, there was nothing
left for him ah.

"That's not bad, you can take revenge in peace ah, leave that guy to me." Ao
Dog let out a dragon roar and shook himself into a five-clawed golden dragon, his figure
soaring against the wind, his figure taking up almost the entire sky above the fishing village,
his dragon claws making an international gesture of friendship towards the other sixth-ranked
Illusionary Spiritist.

ψ(*｀ー′)ψ!

"Come here, you!"

Qin Feng was furious, "How dare the Dragon Clan set foot on the land of the

Divine Continent, you're afraid you really don't know about the Divine Continent Prohibition!
Give me death!"

Qin Feng's aura of a sixth grade Illusionary Spirit Master exploded, and with

his halberd in hand, he charged at Ao Dog without the slightest fear.



With a wave of her hand, peach blossom petals rained down from the air in

beautiful colours, seemingly beautiful and colourful, but in reality, they hid a murderous

intent!

The colourful peach petals fell towards Chen Lao Si and Liu Lao San, and in a

flash, the killing machines rose up, the seemingly harmless and beautiful peach petals all

turned into sharp daggers, brushing through their clothes.

Poof!

Not only were their clothes broken, but their bodies were also cut by the sharp
coldness of this sharpness.

"Liu Lao San, hurry up and do something or you'll be finished." Next to him,
Old Fourth Chen's face was extremely ugly, this was a gap that crossed a large realm, this was
not a good fight.

Not only that, that Qin Feng was also stopped by Ao Dog, looking at that Ao
Dog's appearance, it seemed to be deliberately teasing the other party, obviously Ao Dog
could easily finish Qin Feng off in a minute if he wanted to"
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Seeing that both of them were able to easily solve their opponents, Lin Hao wasn't worried
about them and brought out the Sword of the Gods as he tried to forcefully kill Qin Xiaorou on
the spot!



Bang!

Just then, the water cage that enveloped the entire fishing village suddenly

produced incomparably violent ripples, as if it had suffered an incomparably powerful attack.

What?

The three of them all subconsciously turned back to look outside the village,
but they didn't see anyone, while Ao Dog spoke, "Another immortal slave has rushed over,
judging from the strength of his attack, he should be at the middle rank six realm, let's do it,
lest the other party break through the formation!"

Mid-sixth rank? Was that Qin Yuan's resurrection, or had Qin Bingyu already

reached this level?

Roar!

Those unconscious Second Generation Immortal Slaves seemed to have been
awakened by some sort of call, and one by one, they transformed into bloodthirsty monsters,
and the forms of partial beasts appeared on their bodies, as each and every Second Generation
Immortal Slave pounced towards Lin Hao with bloodshot eyes, while many other Immortal

Slaves used their own flesh and blood to block Lin Hao's path, right in front of the house that
had Qin Xiaorou locked away.



Lin Hao's brows were locked, sure enough, the other party was coming for Qin

Xiaorou, although he didn't know what Qin Xiaorou had that was worthy of the other party's
attention, but Lin Hao didn't care about that, he was here to kill!

Lin Hao violently waved the Sword of the Gods in his hand, using the sword to

slap violently and forcefully, directly sending these immortal slaves of average strength flying

out, each time sending more than ten of them flying.

Lin Hao hadn't dealt a death blow, these immortal slaves were all lightly

injured, they might still have a chance of being saved!

But each and every one of these immortal slaves rushed forward bravely,
blocking Lin Hao's way with their bodies.

Lin Hao's brows were furrowed, were these immortal slaves being controlled

by someone? Or were they instinctive reactions!

At that moment, countless peach blossom petals fell with a clatter, Lin Hao
could feel the oncoming and compelling sharpness, Lin Hao subconsciously took two steps

back.

Pfft!



Dozens of second generation immortal slaves were instantly cut through the
throat by the flower petals, or had their hearts pierced directly by the petals, coming to a

head.

Lin Hao couldn't help but frown, while Ling Yun spoke, "Why did the sea tide

members give up all the immortal slaves who had eaten blood food after the Immortal Palace
was established? Once they touched the blood food, they would never forget the feeling for

the rest of their lives, and even if their divinity was taken away, they would still be monsters
forever, coming out to hurt and eat people at any time, either that or only be able to spend
their lives imprisoned in a place where they don't see the light of day, so it would be better

to give them a painful experience."

"It's alright." Lin Hao shook his head, the other party was seeing that he

couldn't be ruthless about it and had directly moved in his place.

The two people she was fighting against were already heavily wounded,
basically losing their fighting ability, a large hole appeared in Liu Lao San's chest, constantly
consuming divine blood in recovery, and Chen Lao Dai was spitting out blood in big gulps, his
breath shriveled up.

Qin Feng over there was even worse, completely letting Ao Dog play with him

like a toy, without any pressure at all, playing quite happily it seems.

Qin Feng was so depressed that he vomited blood, he couldn't break this

formation, he couldn't even escape if he wanted to!



In the fishing village formation outside of the Qin Hai resentment the same?
The flicker of the land closed the grill? He was very anxious, he didn't expect the Lin family's
retaliation to come so quickly!

The key he did not dare to risk his head, because by Qin Bingyu calculated ah,
this hands to attack the fishing village stronghold is too strong, right?

Under that Lin Hao's crazy outburst, he could even resist an early sixth grade

immortal slave a few times, mainly because those other two were both stronger than him.

One was a late sixth grade Ling Yun fairy, a peach blossom fairy, and Ao Dog,
a peak sixth grade dragon powerhouse. To send him to his death!

Boom boom!

Ao Dog swung his tail with a divine dragon, flipped over and kicked again,
treating that Qin Feng like a ball, as Qin Feng kept hitting on top of that formation.

The violent attack and strength was so intense that it even broke through the
formation.

Qin Feng was overjoyed at the sight and immediately used this powerful recoil
to quickly flee.



"Hold back and run!"

Ao Dog's owl of a dragon roar rang out as he chased wildly all the way towards

that Qin Feng!

Liu Lao San and Chen Lao Si were directly killed by Lin Hao with a single
blow!

Chapter 2320

The opening was a crushing battle, while that Ao Dog went after the sixth grade early stage

Qin Feng, but with Ao Dog's strength, seconding him was just like a joke, so Lin Hao naturally
wouldn't worry about him.

Lin Hao was already standing outside the house, and the monster's rich, icy
aura was already making Lin Hao a little sick.

The icy cold breath contained an extremely pungent smell of blood, and the

fishy stench was nauseating.

"Swatting for you." Ling Yun wanted to give Lin Hao the chance to personally

take revenge, the peach petals under her feet quickly converged, and Ling Yun's entire body
rose up into the air, watching the surroundings closely from a high posture, after all, the
commotion they had just made had let them know that there might still be an immortal slave
with the strength of the middle sixth rank lurking around here.



"Blood, so much blood, delicious and tempting blood, huh? Flicker shut shan

shan flicker er?"

The Qin Xiaorou in the room seemed to smell the smell of fresh blood, and the
whole person started to go crazy, in other times there were still two people Liu Lao San He

Chen Lao Si to suppress, but these two people had already died.

The rich divinity of these two dead people continued to evaporate, inspiring a
powerful desire deep inside her.

I didn't expect that in just a few days' absence, this Qin Xiaorou would already
be at the early fifth rank realm. Although the side effects of the enhancement were terrifying,
the speed of this strength increase was truly terrifying.

A monster crawling on all fours rushed out from the darkness, its dark green

eyes staring deadly at Lin Hao, its body glowing with blinding light as it stared coldly at Lin
Hao: "Hehehe, what a delicious blood meal."

Qin Xiaorou stared at Lin Hao like a wolf, that saliva falling down, as if Lin
Hao's blood and flesh tempted her even more than that Liu Laosan and their corpses.

"What an uncompromising monster." Lin Hao's gaze was cold as he gripped the
Sword of the Gods and fiercely handed out a sword towards that Qin Xiaorou, a sword with an
intimidating sharpness, the sword Qi surrounded by haze flying violently towards Qin

Xiaorou.



Qin Xiaorou also did not hesitate, not fearing Lin Hao's sword at all as she flew
towards him.

Poof!

The haze of sword Qi directly penetrated Qin Xiaorou's eyebrow, followed by

the extreme sword intent accompanying the sword Qi exploding out, directly exploding Qin
Xiaorou's head!

What shocked Lin Hao was that the other party's aura did not change in the

slightest, and he did not change direction as he viciously pounced towards him. As he pounced,
the head that had been blown off slowly recovered once again as the ink-like black Qi surged,
but this time the head turned into a tiger's head, and Qin Xiaorou seemed to have transformed

into a monster, turning into a spotted tiger.

Roar!

Qin Xiaorou let out a roar as she finally pounced in front of Lin Hao.

Space Barrier!

Using his extreme sword intent to build a barrier in front of his body, Qin
Xiaorou crashed directly into the spatial barrier, Qin Xiaorou's entire body seemed to have

crashed down onto the transparent tempered glass, his face was flattened, and his nose was

also flattened as if it was made of rubber cement.



Open!

Without Qin Xiaorou's rushing through, Lin Hao took the initiative to use his

own power to shatter the spatial barriers in front of him, an extreme sword qi hidden within

the spatial barriers exploded violently, a dense and dazzling sword light instantly pierced Qin
Xiaorou into a sieve at such a close distance!

Lin Hao slapped his palm at Qin Xiaorou's head, which shattered with a bang,
and his entire body violently flew backwards, like a deflated leather ball, as countless black
ink gases leaked out from the holes pierced by the sword light, and the entire village was

enveloped by this terrifying aura.

Lin Hao's brows were locked, for even with such a deadly attack, the other
party still didn't die, Lin Hao could clearly feel that that Qin Xiaorou wasn't dead, and that her
breath had only weakened slightly!

"What kind of monster is this! If I can't kill you twice, then I'll kill you
countless times!" Lin Hao raised his hand and gathered three hundred streaks of sword qi

around his body, sword light overflowing in all directions, the cold aura flickering, covering
the entire East Sea fishing village.
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